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In this paper we generalize the results of C. Foias and A. Tannenhaum 
(.I. Funcrionul Analysis 74 (1987), 146159) on the classical Nehari problem to a 
much broader class of operators. We relate our results to the computation of the 
discrete spectrum for a certain class of contractIons which appear frequently in con- 
trol engineering applications. f l9XK Acxlc,,~,c Pm,,. 1,~ 
I. INTRODUCTION 
This note is a sequel to the authors’ previous paper [l] in which an 
explicit formula was given for the computation of the norm of an operator 
of the form u.(T) where w E H r is rational and T denotes the compression 
of the unilateral shift on H’ to HZ 0 HIII’ for m E H” an inner function. 
(By definition, we set HZ := H’(D). H=(D) for D the unit disc.) As we 
discussed in [ 1 ] this problem has appeared in numerous contexts under 
the broad heading of “H” optimization theory,” a subject pioneered by 
G. Zames in [S]. The main contribution of [l] was to give a general 
procedure for dealing with a broad class of infinite dimensional single input 
single output systems which typically appear in control engineering 
problems. (See [4J for a survey and a rather extensive list of references 
about this subject.) 
* ‘I’hts research was partially supported by the Research Fund of Indiana University, and 
by grants from NSF (ECS-8704047). NSF (DMS). and the Air Force Oftice of Scientific 
Research (AFOSR-88-0020). 
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Now it turns out that the formula derived in [ 1 ] is a special case of a 
general formula valid for T an arbitrary contraction. Indeed in this paper 
we will defme a certain function which will lead to an explicit procedure for 
the computation of the isolated spectrum of w(T) w(T)*, T any contrac- 
tion. We will then show how this generalizes the results of [ 1, 31. (See (2.1) 
and (2.2) below.) We will moreover apply our theory to operators TE C, 
and in particular derive a relatively simple expression for the calculation of 
the discrete spectrum of w(T) w(T)*. (See [7] for the relevant definitions in 
operator theory.) 
We should note that from the control engineering point of view, this 
means that one can now solve an important special case of the general 
model-matching problem discussed in [S] for multivariate distributed 
systems as a well as treat a whole new range of Hankel norm 
approximation problems. We plan to return to these topics in a future 
applications oriented paper. 
2. MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we will formulate and prove our main result on the com- 
putation of the isolated points of the spectrum for the class of operators 
that we discussed in the Introduction. In order to do this we will first have 
to set up some notation. 
Accordingly, we will let T denote an arbitrary contraction on a separable 
Hilbert space H. We will let w  E H” be a rational function which we 
express as w  =p/q where p and q are relatively prime polynomials with 
n = max(degp, deg q). We will assume that w  is not a constant times a 
Blaschke product. 
Set 
R :=R+\(w(T) w(T)*) 
P, :=q(T) 1 --$v(T) w(T)* q(T)* 
( > 
=q(T)q(T)*-~p(T)p(T)* 
Note that Pp ’ exists for p E R. 
We now define the following crucial function of p E R: 
o(p) := spectral radius of (I- TnT*n) P; I. 
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It is standard (see, for example, [6]) that in point of fact 
u(p) = IID...P,’ D.../I . 
(For A a contraction, we set D, := (1 - A* A)“2.) 
We are now ready to state the main result of this paper: 
THEOREM (2.1). Notation as above. Let j E boundary R and suppose that 
p${Iw(z)l:zE8Dna(T)}. 
Then u(p) + + co for p E R, as p + p. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that there exists a sequence 
pi E R, pj + p, such that u(pj) < A4 < co, that is we have IIPp, ‘j2 DT.“II < fi 
for all j. (By slight abuse of notation, P; ‘j2 denotes a square root of the 
absolute value of the operator Pi’ for p E R, and similarly for Pi”.) 
Without loss of generality we may assume that 
p-‘/2D 
PI p” + L weakly, (1) 
p1/2 + pll2 
PI P in norm. (2) 
Hence using (1) and (2) we see that 
(P;i’Lh, k) - (DT.“h, k) 
= (Lh, P;l’k) - (DT.“h, k) 
=(Lh, P;f2k)-(P;“2DT.“h, P;rk) 
= (Lh, PA” k ) - ( P;‘12 D... h, PAI” k) 
+ (Pi112 D... h, (Pi” - Px’) k) + 0 as j-+00. 
Thus we have 
P!i2 L = D,... P (3) 
Next since 0 E a(Pi’2) (because DE a(w( T) w(T)*), we see that there 
exists a sequence xj~ H, llxjll = 1 such that 
PY2xj + 0 strongly as j-+co. (4) 
But then from (3) we get that for any z E H 
I(0 T*“Xj’ z)l = I(P;‘2xj’ Lz)l 
d lIpy2 xj II II Lz II 
G py2 xj II II LII llzll~ (5) 
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In particular for z = DT.“xj, we get 
IlD T*“Xj 11 < IlLI IIPY’ Xj 11 + 0 asj-, cc 
which implies that 
llT*“xjII + 1 as j+cc. (6) 
Set vj := T*” xj. We then note that for k = 0, . . . . n, 
IIT*k~j-T”-ky,I12= j/T*k ~~11 -2Re (T*“xj,yj)+ lIT’-k,V112 
<22211,Vjl12+o as j-co. (7) 
Now we let 
t4z) := zn (dz) dl/f) --ApPw~) . 
Then from (4) and (6) we get as in [l] that $(T)L; -+ 0. Since we have 
assumed that w(z) is not a constant times a Blaschke product, it is easy to 
see that t+b(z) is not identically 0. Moreover we have that deg +(z) < 2n. 
Let A,, . . . . A,,, denote the zeros of r+b in the open unit disc D. Note that 
m <n. Since 1+9(z) is such that 
we can write 1+5(z) = t,bl(z) e*(z) where 
where l[i I = ... = lCkl = 1, and c is some nonzero constant. (Note that if 
Ai = 0 for some i, then l/;ii = cc and hence this factor will not appear in 
*2(z).) 
By hypothesis p $ { Iw(z)l: z E D n u(T)}. Hence [, , . . . . ik $ a(T). 
Moreover since $(T)y,+O as j+cc and $I(T)=$2(T)-‘$(T), we 
conclude 
(T-II,).~.(T-&,Jyj+O. (8) 
(Note that from (6) and (7) Il~jli + 1 and llT”y,ll + 1 asj-+ ~0.1 
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Define for each j= 1, 2, . . . . a complex vector space Hi spanned by 
.Yj, ...3 T”- ‘yj. and set 
T, = PH, TI Hj, 
where P H,: H + Hi denotes projection. Then if 
~l(Z)=Zm+alzm-‘+ ... +a, 
we have from (8) that 
T”y,= -(al T”-’ Yj+ .” +U,yj)+Zj, 
where llzj 11 + 0 as j -+ co. 
But 
[ITT”-‘yj- TjTm-’ Yjll = 11(1-P,) TmYjll = llpjzjll +O 
Therefore 
(9) 
as j+oo. 
IIT~yj+UIT~-lyj+ ... +a,yjI) = IITjTm-‘yj+u,Tm-‘yj+ ... +a,yj)I 
G IIICI1(T)Yj/I + llzjll =2ll~jll +O 
as j-+00. (10) 
Moreover since 
llT,“Yj-T”‘Yjll G llzjll +O 
and m <n we infer that 
IlT’YjII + 1 as j+co. (11) 
Using (10) and (11) and the fact that without loss of generality we can 
assume that there exist unitary operators Vj: Hi + CN for some fixed N < m 
such that 
VjTjV,:’ + T,, ‘/IYj+Ycz strongly, (12) 
we obtain 
IcIl(~:,)Yco =o (13) 
and 
IIY, II = 1= II”, Yco II * (14) 
But we have at long last arrived at the desired contradiction. Indeed (14) 
implies that T, is an isometry on a finite dimensional vector space. On the 
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other hand, (13) implies that T, has an eigenvalue of modulus < 1. This 
contradiction ftnishes the proof of the theorem. 1 
We now want to derive a special case of (2.1) for a class of operators 
which appear most frequently in engineering applications. Recall that we 
say a contraction T is of class C,(k) (k < 03) if there exists UE H”, u not 
identically 0 such that u(T) = 0 and the defect indices of T equal k. (See 
[7] for a detailed discussion about this important class of contractions.) 
Then we have: 
COROLLARY (2.2). Set for p E R, TE C,(k) 
z?(p) := trace of (I- T”T*“) Pp’. 
Thenforpasin(2.1)wehaved(p)~+cOforP~R,uSP~P. 
Proof Immediate from (2.1). 1 
Remark (2.3). In [I] we proved (2.2) for Tc C,(l). In the next section 
we will show how easy it is to apply our techniques to a typical kind of 
operator which arises in control theory. 
3. SOME REMARKS ON OPTIMAL SENSITIVITY THEORY 
As we have mentioned above, much of our motivation for studying the 
discrete spectrum of operators of the form w(T) w( T)* comes from certain 
problems in electrical engineering. In this section, we would like to give an 
argument showing that in fact it is indeed these kinds of operators which 
appear for the kind of engineering problem which we have in mind. In 
what follows we will of course only sketch the relevant engineering material 
in a special case, and so for a more complete picture we refer the interested 
reader to [4, 81. 
The H” optimal sensitivity problem as originally posed by Zames [8] 
may be formulated as follows. Let w be in H” be as above. (This represents 
a “weight” or a “filter” in a given control problem.) Let P be an n x n 
matrix valued function which is in H” and is inner. (P is the “plant” or the 
fixed of a control system.) Then the optimal sensitivity problem (in this 
circumstance) reduces to the following. Compute 
where Hz&‘,, denotes the space of n x n matrices with entries in H” 
equipped with the standard norm II II m. 
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Let M,.: (Hz)” + (If’)” denote the operator induced by H’ on (If’)” (the 
Hilbert space of n x 1 column vectors with entries in HZ). Let 
i7: (HZ)” + ( H2)“8P(H2)” denote orthogonal projection. Then by the 
results of [7], we have that 
What we would like to show now is that for T the compression of the shift 
S on (II’)” to (H2)“QP(H2)” (i.e., T=17Sl(H2)“OP(H2)“), we have 
that p = IIw( T)II. Our above procedure then will solve the sensitivity 
optimization problem in the above case. (Note that for n = 1, this is 
obvious.) 
All of this follows from the next observation: 
LEMMA (3.1). Let T: H + H he a contraction (on the Hilbert space H) 
and let U he the corresponding minimal isometric dilation of T on K. For 
B: K -+ K a bounded linear operator such that BU = UB, we set A,, := PBI H, 
where P: K + H denotes orthogonal projection. Dt$ne the norm 
1) BI( , := inf( II B + CII: C: K + K bounded linear operator, 
UC=CU, CKc K@H). 
Then llAe 11 < 11 PBll = Ii BII , . Moreover if B( K 0 H) c K 8 H, then 
‘lABI = IIPBII. 
Proof: First note that it is obvious that we have the inequalities 
II A, I/ < II PBll < )I Bll I. The fact that I( PBll > II BJI , follows immediately from 
the cornmutant lifting theorem [7]. Finally, if B(K@H) c K@H, then 
PB= A,P, and therefore II PBll = llAell. 1 
Now in our case in which U = S is the shift on (Hz)’ ( =: K), and T is the 
compressed shift on (H2)“OP(H2)” (=: H), we take B= w(U). Note that 
KOH is the closure of the linear span of the I!/“( U - T) H for n 20. 
Further 
Pw(U) U”(U- T)h=w(T) T”(T- T)h=O 
for h E H. Thus w( U)( K8 H) t K8 H, and since AWtr,, = w(T) we get from 
(3.1) that p = II w( T)ll as required. 
Remark (3.2). We should note that it is very easy to write down exam- 
ples in which II AB )I < II PBII in Lemma (3.1). Indeed, a very simple example 
with this property may be constructed as follows. Let 
0 1 m2(z) ’
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where m,(z) and mz(z) are coprime inner functions. Then using the 
notation of (3.1) we let H=(H*)*@ @(Hz)*, K=(H*)*, and B=B(z). 
Now for h E K, 
h, 
h= h [ 1 , 2 
we have that 
where PH,,,,,: HZ + HZ 0 mH* =: H(m) denotes orthogonal projection for 
meHa inner. Hence 11 Bll, = )I PBll = 1. Moreover, the same computation 
yields IA B II = IIPll~m2~ IH(m,)lj. We claim now that this implies that 
IIA.JI < 1. Indeed suppose to the contrary that IIA.II = 1. Then from the 
last equation we can deduce the existence of a sequence f, E H(m ,), such 
that IILII = 1, and lItI- PHc,,JfnII -+ 0 as n + co. Further this implies that 
there exists a sequence g, E H*, with I;g,, II + 0 as n + 30 and such that 
fi2f, -g, is orthogonal to HZ. But now since m, and m, are coprime, we 
have that there exist functions p,, p2 E H” such that m,p, +m,p, = I. 
Since fi,f, is orthogonal to HZ, from the above we see that 
which implies that IIf,, II = II PH2gnp211 + 0 as n -+ zc where P,l: L* -+ HZ 
denotes orthogonal projection. This contradiction proves therefore that 
llABII < 1 and completes our example. 
4. APPLICATION TO CONTROL THEORETIC EXAMPLE 
In this section we would like to illustrate via a nontrivial example that 
Theorem (2.1) gives an explicit method for computing the discrete spec- 
trum of those operators of current interest in engineering. The interested 
reader should compare the computations given in this section to the ones 
given in [2, 33 for the compressed shift. 
Let T: H + H denote a contraction. Then following [7] we say that T is 
of class C, if T*” h + 0 as n -+ co for all h E H. Now let iJ: K -+ K denote 
the minimal isometric dilation of T, and set 
L:=(iJ-T)H 
L, :=(I- UT*) H. 
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It is easy to see that L, L, are subspaces of K which are wandering for II 
(see C71). 
It is a basic fact [7] that T admits a functional model such that 
Kz H*(L,), uzs 
HrH2(L,@ @HI(L), Tz P,SI H, 
(15) 
where S denotes the canonical unilateral shift in H*(L,), PI,: K + H the 
orthogonal projection onto H, and 19: H*(L) + H’(L,) is an inner 
operator-valued function. (Notice that “ 2” denotes “is unitarily equivalent 
to.“) In what follows we will always identify T with its functional model 
via (15). 
Using the notation of Section 2, we want to derive an explicit formula 
for v(p) in case 
5iz + p 
w(z) =- 
-yz+6’ 
2s - fi # 0, 
and for TE CO. The reader will see that a similar (but unfortunately 
messier) procedure can be carried out in principle for any rational w(z). 
We will always assume that p E R. Then 
P, = (yT+ d)(yT* + 8) --$ (rT+ /J’)(iT* + /?) 1 
= (A + BT+ ET* + CTT*), 
where 
We now want to compute an explicit formula for 
u(p) = ll(Z- TT*)‘!2P, ‘(I- TT*)‘i21(. 
In order to do this in this general setting we will first have to define a 
unitary equivalence 4*: L, + Dp, where D,. := (I- TT*)“*H. Indeed for 
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1, = (I- UT*) h E L,, we set b*l, := (I- TT*)“‘h. (It is easy to check that 
d.+ is unitary; see [7].) Notice then that 
(I- TT*)“‘P,‘(Z- TT*)1’2 = #,(I- UT*) P,‘(I- TT*)“* 
and consequently 
u(p) = II(I- UT*) P,‘(Z- TT*)“‘II. 
Next one can check that for any fe H 
(I- UT*)f=f(O) =:fo (17) 
We then have by (16) and (17) 
v(p) = sup{ ll(Z- UT*) P,‘(Z- TT*) hll: II(Z- TT*)“‘hll< l} 
=sup{ II(Z- UT*) P;’ P,(Z- UT*) hll: l/ho/I < 1) 
=sup(I((Z- UT*) P,‘P,h,J: I(h,II < 1). 
Thus setting 
p := p(ho):= P;‘P,h, 
(16) 
(18) 
we have 
V(P) = SUP{ II&Jo II: llh, II G 1). 
This means of course that v(p) is the norm of the operator 
h, + ,u(h,), =:pO. We now will find an explicit formula for this norm. 
Using (18) we have that 
(A + BT+ ST* + CTT*) p = P,ho. (19) 
It is easy to check that 
P,h, = (I- 00;) h,. (20) 
Now 
T*P = F(P - PO) 
Tp=zp-@p-l, 
where 
(21) 
@*p = p _ I F + (higher order terms in Z). 
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Moreover 
(I- TT*) p = (I- OO,*) po (22) 
for 0, := O(0). Setting F := A + C, from (19), (20), (21) we get 
[C(Z-@Q,*)+BF]p,+BOp-,+P,h,=(F+Bz+B?)p. (23) 
Multiplying (23) by z we have 
[Cz(Z-00,*)+~],uo+BO~p~1=(B~2+Fz++)p-((P,h,)z. (24) 
Note that even though this relationship has been derived on the unit circle, 
since all of the functions admit an analytic continuation to all of D, we can 
regard (24) as valid on all of D. 
Next applying O* to (23) and multiplying by z, we get 
[Cz(@*-0,*)+~O*]po+Bzp~,=(Bz2+F~+~)O*p-@*(PHho)~. 
(25) 
Note that we can analytically extend O* to the complement of the unit disc 
by setting O*(z) := O( l/Z)* f or z such that Izl> 1. Hence even though (25) 
has been derived on the unit circle, we can regard this relationship as valid 
on the complement of the disc. 
Let zi and z2 denote the two roots of the quadratic equation 
Bz*+Fz+B=O. 
Clearly 1z1z2j = 1. If lz,) = 1~~1 = 1 and z1 Zz,, then z2 =Z,. Otherwise 
(assuming z, # z2) we have z2 = l/Zi. We can always assume that lz2 1 > 1. 
Moreover when lz, ) = Iz2 I = 1, since by hypothesis p E R, we have that 
O(z,) and O(z,) exist. 
If we now plug z, into (24) and z2 into (25) and solve the two resulting 
linear operator equations (in the two “unknowns” p0 and p-,) for pO, 
using (20) we get that for zi # z2 
WP) PO = VP) ho, 
where 
U(p) := yj-- 
[( > 
‘4 - c (I- Q(Zl) @(ll~*)*) + 
(Zl - z2) 
(z+ &qz,) Q(l,y,)*) 1 (26) 
v(p) .= u- WI) @(w*)*) 
(z1-z2) . 
(27) 
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In case zi = z2, (26) and (27) take on the following degenerate form: 
U(p) := ((C-,4)/2) O’(z,) Q(z,)* + B 
V(p) := -Q’(z,) Q(z,)*. 
We now can summarize our discussion with the following: 
PROPOSITION (4.1). Notation as above. Then for TE C, we have that 
V(P) = IIU-YP) VP)ll. (28) 
Remark (4.2). We should note that for TE C,(l), (28) agrees with the 
formula derived in [3]. Thus for example if T is the compressed shift on 
H2 @ mH2 where 
z+l 
m(z) :=exp - , ( > z-l 
then for w(z) = (1 -z)/2, one can show from (28) that the discrete 
spectrum of w(T) w(T)* is given by the roots of 
in (0, 1). See [2, 31 for some more details about the relevance of this 
example to the control of delay systems. 
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